Database web servers are an important class of dynamic content providers on the Internet. Unfortunately, like most dynamic content providers, their form-based queries and responses cannot be cached by today's web proxies. This has a double-sided effect: on one hand, database web servers generate a large amount of uncacheable traffic, which affects the scalability of the Web; on the other hand, the scalability of database web servers is also seriously challenged since user accesses from the Web cannot be filtered through proxy caches.
Introduction
Many web sites are constructed using back-end database systems and provide form-based interfaces to answer user queries. We call this kind of system a database web server. With the rapid growth of user accesses to the Web, database web servers encounter very heavy workloads and produce a huge amount of network traffic.
Recent measurements at the University of Washington ( [WVS+99] ) show that 40% of HTTP requests are uncacheable and that two major reasons are queries (URLs that include question marks) and response status (the server response code does not allow a proxy to cache the response), which are typically the input and output of database web servers. Comparing their trace with earlier traces at Berkeley in 1997, they found that the percentage of uncacheable requests has increased dramatically although other characteristics remained similar over the years. Thus, it is urgent to find a way of reducing traffic from and to database web servers; otherwise, they will be under extremely high workloads during "rush hours" and will limit the scalability of the Web.
In this paper, we propose a new collaboration scheme between an Active Proxy [CZB98] and a database web server. The web server passes the active query caching ability to the proxy through a "query applet" when needed. The query applet at the proxy not only caches query results but also evaluates new queries based on the cached results of other more general queries. This increases the "cache hit" ratio of the proxy and decreases the number of trips to the web server. This in turn reduces network traffic as well as the load on the server, which allows the system to scale with the addition of multiple proxies.
Motivating Examples
Despite the high volume of user queries on the web, one interesting aspect is that they are usually very simple from the web proxies' point of view. This is because the queries that database web servers allow users to submit are usually form-based. Form-based queries are essentially selection queries with conjunctive predicates over a single table view whose columns are the form attributes. For example, although the back-end database of an on-line bookstore may be complex, queries submitted through the on-line form of the bookstore are just selections with some title, author, and price range predicates on a single table 'books'.
Moreover, there are a significant number of similar queries among these simple queries over a period of time. In [SHMM98] , the authors examined a 43-day query log of the AltaVista search engine and showed that a small set of "hot" queries existed on a daily basis. More specifically, they found that 25 most common queries out of 154 million unique queries in the query log constituted 1.5% of the total number of the queries, and the maximum query frequency was 1.5 million times during that period of time. In the previous example of the on-line book store, there might be many identical questions on the hot books in a day's sale.
Finally, a common query stream pattern of individual users is refinement. Typically users initially ask a general query. Having viewed some results, they then decide to refine the query with more restrictive conditions, and keep asking a series of queries. The query refinement feature of the University of Wisconsin-Madison On-line libraries is a good example. When a set of initial query results on books comes back to the user, a 'refine your search' button also shows up so that the user can refine the queries on publishing year, campus library locations, and other parameters. Most search engines allow users to refine their queries too.
Motivated by these observations, we attack the problem from outside of database web servers. Since proxies are widely used on the web and active proxies have the capability of caching "cache applets" associated with their server URLs, we designed and implemented a query applet that can cache query results on its own and answer new queries that are either identical to or more restrictive than previously cached queries.
Active Cache
The Active Cache paradigm [CZB98] was developed by the WisWeb research group at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. This paradigm allows web caches to better connect users and web servers as well as to enhance the scalability of the Web. An Active Proxy (a proxy that follows the Active Cache paradigm) views web pages not just as static documents, but rather treats them as dynamic objects with specific processing logic upon each request. It can cache cache applets from web servers, which are a certain kind of Java application (not a Java applet) that extends the Active Cache Interface supported by the proxy, along with associated documents. Cache applets get their name because of their similarity with a Java applet, which is also light-weight, originates from a server, and communicates with the server.
For its resource consumption, efficiency, or other concerns, the active proxy has the freedom of not invoking a cache applet but directly going to the server. However, if the proxy regards a request URL as a hit in its cache, it will invoke the corresponding cache applet to do some processing rather than just sending back the cached document to the user.
Through the cache applets, web servers gain more control over proxies about how proxies should behave upon the user requests addressed to the servers. For example, servers can ask the proxy to send them log information about user accesses. The other benefit, in which we are more interested, is that servers can migrate some tasks to active proxies when needed and these tasks may even involve generating dynamic contents.
Our query applet is an extension to the generic cache applet. A straightforward function of the query applet would be to cache the query results at the proxy and return the results to users when they ask queries that are identical to a cached query. We call this passive query caching. To reduce more workload on the server, we have added two more functions to the query applet --query containment checking and simple selection query evaluation. Having these two functions, the query applet can perform active query caching, where the proxy not only answers queries that are identical to a cached query, but also answers queries that are more restrictive than a cached query. Compared with the user access logging applets, advertising banner rotation applets, and other example cache applets in [CZB98] , our query applet is more heavy-weight and much more powerful.
XML
XML (Extensible Markup Language) [BPSM98] is an effort of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to enable automatic web processing. It is not only a markup language but also a meta-language that allows users to define their own data. It is a subset of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), targeted at easy use on the Web. Because of its simplicity, self-containment, and extensibility, XML has been rising very fast on the Web, as predicted in [CKR97] .
From a database point of view, XML is also a good vehicle to carry data on the Web. Bos, in [Bos97] , describes an XML representation of a relational database, with tags specifying the names of the databases, tables, records, and fields. We use this XML representation in our implementation to wrap up query results generated from a relational database system. Our query applet also processes queries on XML data with this representation.
Roadmap
We discuss related work on web caching and query caching in Section 2. Section 3 gives an overview to the building blocks of the system. Section 4 further presents the query processing and cache management mechanisms in the query applet. We give a detailed description of the implementation issues in Section 5, and the experimental results and lessons learned in Section 6. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 7.
Related Work
Related work comes mainly from two areas --Web Caching and Database Query Caching.
With the rapid growth of the Web, researchers have put much effort in Web Caching to improve the performance and scalability of the Web ( [CID99] , [CRS99] , [FCAB98] , [GCR98] ). Previous work in proxy caching does not deal with dynamic content except [CZB98] , which we use as the basis of our work. Dynamic content caching usually is handled at the web client side or at a web server, so we will compare the most recent work in this area with ours.
The problem of caching in keyword-based web meta-searchers, which are essentially web clients, was addressed in [CRS99] . Because of the nature of meta-searchers, the focus of their semantic caching was handling heterogeneity of web information sources and the queries they dealt with were more specific to text retrieval. In comparison, we study query caching at proxies for general database web servers. Moreover, because query applets originate from servers and have knowledge about the query format of their servers, we do not need to deal with server heterogeneity.
In [CID99] , caching techniques were used at the 1998 Olympic Winter Games web server for the special needs of extremely high scalability and availability. On their web server, HTML pages were generated from result databases and cached in main memory so that they could be served promptly when users clicked links to them. Consequently, the problem they focused on was how to efficiently identify and update obsolete HTML pages in the server cache as new results kept streaming in during the course of the games. Compared with their work, we concentrate on serving the maximum number of database queries at the proxy without contacting the server. Since active query caching is a collaboration scheme between proxies and servers, we assume that data consistency issues can be resolved between them.
In the Database and Information Retrieval area, Query Caching has been studied intensively in recent years ([DFJ+96] , [DRSN98] , [HKU99] ). In [DFJ+96] , the authors studied the performance of semantic caching as compared with page and tuple caching at the client side in a client-server system. A chunk-based caching scheme, suitable for On-Line Analytical Processing systems, was developed and evaluated in [DRSN98] . In [HKU99] , a double caching architecture was introduced and the primary cache was loaded with relevant objects that were used in previous query processing in the secondary cache. However, none of the work in this area was done in the web caching context. Also, our scheme includes query evaluation capabilities at the proxy, which is not present in any of the earlier schemes.
System Overview

System Architecture
We have developed a prototype system of a database web server and an Active Proxy with active query caching capability. The goal is to answer as many queries directly at the proxy as possible while keeping the overhead of the query applet low. The system architecture along with the handling process is shown in Figure 1 , and the shaded parts represent the components we implemented.
In this system, we used a modified version of the Active Proxy, which was originally developed by Pei Cao, Jin Zhang, et al. on the CERN httpd (also known as W3C httpd) code base ([CERN99]). The modifications that they made for our purpose included caching CGI requests with query strings in GET or POST methods, and loosening security inspections and resource limits on cache applets. We also used a CERN httpd as the web server. The database server was the IBM DB2 Universal Database Server V5.2 with a JDBC driver.
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the three components we implemented were the query front-end, query applet, and query back-end. They resided on the client side, the proxy (after the proxy gets the applet from the server), and the web server correspondingly. There are two levels of caching in the system. One is at the proxy level. The proxy caches HTTP requests, the previous result document for each server, and the corresponding processing logic --cache applets. The mapping information it maintains is as follows:
HTTP Request Result Document Cache Applet
The second level caching is in the query applet. The query applet caches a number of queries and the corresponding query result files.
Query Query Result File
Handling Process
When a user submits a query to the query front-end, the front-end program will convert the user query into an HTTP request and send it to the proxy. The proxy then examines the URL to see if it is a cache hit at the proxy. If it is a cache hit and the server URL has a corresponding cache applet in the proxy, the proxy will invoke the cache applet (in our case, the query applet). Otherwise, the proxy will forward the request to the web server.
On the web server the query back-end program transforms an HTTP request into an SQL query and sends it through JDBC to the back-end relational database server. It then retrieves result tuples from the database server, wraps them into an XML file with the standard XML representation of relational data, and sends the XML file to the proxy. If the server decides to send a query applet to the proxy, the query back-end program will send a query applet header along with the query result.
Once a query applet header along with the document is sent to the proxy, the proxy will obtain the applet from the server and associate it with the server URL. The next time when the proxy receives a request to the server URL with a query, it will invoke the corresponding query applet.
The applet maintains a mapping between the cached queries and their corresponding results. When the query applet is invoked upon a request, it extracts the query from the request parameters and examines its own cache. If the new query is the same as or more restrictive than one of the cached queries, the query applet generates results by evaluating it on the result of the cached more general query. Otherwise, the query applet forwards the request to the web server and caches the query and result from the server before submitting the result to the proxy.
High Level Design Choices
First, we chose XML as the uniform data format of query results that are transported between the client, the proxy, and the web server. XML documents capture both schema information and actual data so they are suitable for data exchange on the network. They fit perfectly with the HTTP protocol due to the protocol's document-based nature. Because of its powerful structural representation ability, XML can be used to represent relational data easily.
Secondly, we used a commercial relational database server at the back-end of the web server. This is the common case in practice. The back-end program retrieves data from the database and wraps the data into XML format. Today, web servers use HTML format instead, which makes the query result human readable but hardly machine readable. With the increasing popularity of XML, we expect commercial servers exchange data in XML soon. The evidence is that major database vendors are incorporating XML support to their servers. IBM's XMLExtender for its DB2 UDB, and Oracle 8i's XML import and export features, are examples.
However, at the proxy we did not use a commercial database server. Several reasons are in order. First, in most circumstances, proxies simply do not have a commercial database server to store their data. Even a database server is present at the proxy, the query applet may not have direct access to it. Secondly, user queries may be transformed into complex queries against the actual underlying data at the database web server, but the proxy only views them as simple selection queries on single table views. So it is natural and efficient for the proxy to directly cache these queries and result XML files, and to answer new queries based on earlier query results. Moreover, if a commercial database server were used by the query applet at the proxy, the query applet would have to constantly connect to the database server, insert individual tuples out of result files into a database, and identify and delete sets of tuples corresponding to individual queries for cache replacement because of the dynamic nature of caching. Finally, if a relational database were used at the proxy, the query results would have to be transformed back and forth between relational tuples and XML files. Thus we decided to cache query results in XML files and evaluate simple selection queries directly against these XML files at the proxy.
Active Query Caching at the Proxy
Queries, Subqueries and Superqueries
We handle a subset of SQL queries at the proxy. Since proxies view queries to servers as simple selection queries on single table views, the queries look like the following: SELECT field_1, field_2, ...
FROM table WHERE whereCondition
The whereCondition can be any valid boolean expression constructed from simple predicates using '()', 'AND' or 'OR'. A simple predicate is in the form of 'field op constant', where 'op' is any of the numeric comparison operators('>','>=','=','!=','<',and '<=') or the SQL string containment operator 'LIKE'.
In database terminology, a subquery refers to a query that is nested in the where-clause of another query ([Ull88]). However, for simplicity, we use the term 'subquery' differently in this paper. We call a query a subquery of another query if the result of the former is a subset of the latter no matter what base data these two queries are querying on. In turn, the latter is a superquery of the former if the result of the latter is a superset of the result of the former query no matter what base data they are querying on. The subquery relationship between two independent queries in our paper is just the query containment relationship defined in [Ull89] .
For example, here is a query on a table 'book' asking about books whose title contains 'Programming'.
SELECT * FROM book WHERE (title LIKE '%Programming%')
Intuitively, we can see the following query is a subquery of the above one.
SELECT * FROM book WHERE (title LIKE '%Programming%') AND (publishyear > 1989) Further, the following query is more restrictive than either of the previous two and thus a subquery of both of them.
SELECT title, publishyear, price FROM book WHERE (title LIKE '%Programming%') AND (publishyear > 1996) Finally, here is a superquery of the above three. SELECT * FROM book WHERE (title LIKE '%Programming%') OR (title LIKE '%Algorithm%' AND price < 50)
Subquery recognition
To answer a new query based on the results of cached queries, we first need to recognize if a new query is a subquery of a cached query. Query containment testing of general conjunctive queries (selection, projection, and join of relations) is NP-complete ( [CM77] ). However, there are polynomial time algorithms for common special cases ( [Ull89] ). For our simple selection queries, which are a very special case, we identify a sufficient condition to recognize subqueries efficiently. The worst case time complexity of our subquery recognition algorithm is polynomial in terms of the number of simple predicates in the Conjunctive Normal Form whereConditions. Actually the third condition is not necessary in all cases. We specify it because eventually we need to evaluate the subquery on the query result of the superquery. Thus, we must guarantee that the result of the superquery contains all fields that are needed in the whereCondition of the subquery. So we use the current sufficient condition for simplicity and efficiency.
At this point, subquery recognition reduces to the problem of recognizing if one WhereCondition in Conjunctive Normal Form is more restrictive than another WhereCondition in Conjunctive Normal Form. The following two propositions further reduce the problem to testing if a simple predicate is more restrictive than the other simple predicate. The proofs for these two propositions are straightforward so we omit them.
Finally, given two simple predicates F1 op1 c1, F2 op2 c2, it is straightforward to test whether the former is more restrictive than the latter. Intuitively, F1 and F2 should be the same field, and the relationship among the two operators op1, op2, and the two constants c1, c2, should make the first predicate more restrictive than the second one. For example, 'price <= 10' is more restrictive than 'price < 20'.
Query Caching scheme
We choose caching at the query level rather than table level or semantic region level for a number of reasons. The most prominent reason is that we feel its granularity fits better with the Web context. Each query corresponds to an individual user request so that refinement queries from a user can be answered easily based on earlier queries. During a period of time, if there are some hot queries that cover many individual queries, more specific queries can be answered from the results of the more general queries. Besides, caching individual queries is convenient for possibly maintaining user specific information and generating tailored results for individual users.
In contrast, table level caching does not seem to come naturally for proxy caching. The tables that proxies see are probably views that servers provide through forms so that proxies have no means to obtain the whole data set from servers. Even if proxies could get the whole data view and manage to store all of it, different degrees of hotness of tuples will cause a large portion of a cached ) has a finer granularity than query level caching and has the nice feature of non-redundancy. However, this advantage does not come for free. The expense of checking overlap among regions, coalescing regions, splitting queries among regions, and merging query results is much more expensive than simple query containment checking. The one-time web query results are usually small (for example, top 20 satisfying tuples) and this will make region fragmentation worse for semantic caching. Also the complexity of determining how "current" a coalesced region is makes cache replacement expensive.
Cache Replacement Policies
There are three cache replacement schemes available in our implementation: LFU (Least Frequently Used), LRU (Least Recently Used), and benefit-based. The first two are straightforward. The third one is a combination of the other two in that it uses reference frequency and recency as parameters of the benefit. We define the benefit of a cached query as a weighted sum of the reference frequency and the recency.
The heuristic behind the benefit metric is intuitive. If a query was used as a superquery for many new queries, likely it will serve later queries too. This is a reflection of spatial locality --that query covers a hot region of data. If a query was used as a superquery recently, we believe it will probably be used for subsequent queries soon if users are doing their refinement. This can be thought as temporal locality.
Implementation
Query Evaluator
The query evaluator in the query applet performs the following four tasks.
Loads a to-be-queried XML file into internal data structures and saves a to-be-cached query result as an XML file. Parses a query into an internal query tree. Transforms the WHERE condition of a query into the Conjunctive Normal Form. Evaluates a query on an XML file.
We will discuss about the transformation of the WHERE condition into CNF. The other steps are quite straightforward.
Before a query can be evaluated, it is first parsed into an internal query tree by the query evaluator. Most importantly, the WHERE condition is parsed into a selection tree. Figure 2 shows an example WHERE clause and its corresponding selection tree.
Figure 2. An example WHERE condition and its corresponding tree representation
After the WHERE condition is parsed into a tree, it is further transformed into the Conjunctive Normal Form so that both query evaluation and subquery recognition can be processed efficiently. The transformation consists of three steps:
AND-AND merging OR-OR merging OR-AND transformation
By AND-AND merging, any AND node in the tree whose parent node is also an AND node is merged into its parent node. AND-AND merging can be efficiently performed on the selection tree in a bottom-up fashion. The OR-OR merging is also done bottom-up as in an AND-AND merging, but it merges direct parent-child pairs of OR-OR's. Figure 3 shows an OR-OR merging of the whereCondition example appeared in Figure 2 . The foundation of OR-AND transformation is the associativity of boolean operators AND and OR as shown in the following formula. By using this formula, we can transform a disjunctive form into a conjunctive form.
Now we show an example of OR-AND transformation in Figure 4 , where the OR tree in Figure 3 , which has AND child nodes, is transformed into an AND tree.
Figure 4. An example of OR-AND transformation
After each OR-AND subtree transformation, an additional OR-OR merging step is performed inside the subtree if needed because OR nodes are pushed down and may be piled together. Similarly, since an AND node is pulled up after the transformation, an additional AND-AND merging is performed to merge the newly transformed subtree with its parent.
Finally the tree becomes at most 3 levels high, with leaves being simple predicates. If an AND node is present in the tree, it must be the root of the tree and there are no other AND nodes. If an OR node is present in the tree, it must have only simple predicates as its children. In short, the WHERE condition is transformed into CNF.
In practice web user queries are likely to already be in CNF or even just simple conjunctive queries without any disjuncts. The AltaVista query log analysis ( [SHMM98] ) shows that web users type in only two to three search terms per query on average. In cases like that, not much actual work is needed in the transformation procedure.
Query Cache Management
The query applet manages its own query cache as follows:
It keeps the result of each query in the cache (XML files) and maintains a mapping between queries and their results. It invokes a cache replacement algorithm if the size of query results stored in the cache exceeds a limit. It checks if a newly arrived query is a subquery of any of the cached queries. If so, it launches the local query evaluator to evaluate the query on the cached query result of the super query.
Otherwise it sends the query to the server and caches the result when the result is back from the server. If the new query is found to be equivalent to an old query, the query evaluation phase is bypassed. Instead, a copy of the old query result is returned.
Query Directory
As described above, the cache applet maintains a query-to-result mapping, which we called a query directory, for cached queries. The queries in the query directory are in the internal query tree format. The results in the directory are the names of the XML files that store the query results. The entries in the directory are in reverse chronological order, i.e., the most recent queries always appear in front of the queue.
If the query applet sends a query to the server, it will always cache the query results returned from the server. However, there is a choice whether we should cache the query results of a subquery.
One argument for caching a subquery is that if new subqueries of this subquery or the same query of this subquery come in, we may answer them faster because the size of the cached subquery result will be smaller relative to its superquery's . The problem is the large redundancy of the already cached superquery and this subquery. As we argued before, web queries tend to return small size of results per request. So we chose not to cache any subqueries of a cached query. As a result, cache hit ratio is also improved because of less data redundancy in the cache.
To be persistent, the query directory is saved in a file when the query applet finishes and is loaded into memory each time a query applet instance is launched. This is because the CERN proxy is structured as one process per request so that the demon parent process and the applet process use file handles to communicate. We found out that the time of loading the query directory is proportional to the number of cached queries, so we intentionally kept the number of cached queries small.
A locking mechanism is enforced in the query applet to ensure that no two query applet instances are active at the same time. This is necessary because the proxy may fork two applets that handle different queries addressed to the same server. As a result, they may access the shared query directory and possibly modify it simultaneously.
Cache Replacement
As we said in Section 4.4, the cache replacement algorithm used by the query applet can be LRU, LFU, or benefit-based.
In the query directory each query has two replacement-related parameters. One is the timestamp of the most recent reference, and the other is the accumulated reference frequency of this query. The timestamps are generated by an ever-increasing virtual clock. A reference to a query means a usage of the query as a superquery.
LRU is the simplest among the three replacement policies and only needs to replace the last query in the queue, because a newly cached query is always inserted in the front of the queue and a cached query is moved to the front when it is referenced.
Both the LFU and benefit-based replacement schemes need to scan the directory to find a victim. LFU replaces the victim whose reference count is the smallest. The benefit-based scheme replaces the one with the least benefit, defined as a weighted sum of the reference count and the reference timestamp.
Evaluation
We have performed several experiments to explore performance implications of the active query caching scheme. In the following experiments we ran the CERN httpd server and the active proxy on two Sun Ultra10 300Mhz machines with the SunOS 5.6 Operating System. The DB2 server was running on a Pentium Pro 200MHz PC with Windows NT Operating System.
Data and Query Stream Generation
Many web caching studies have used real life traces ([CDF+98] , [DFKM97] , [WM99] ) and some generated representative web workloads ( [BC98] ). However, log traces or generated workloads usually do not include CGI script requests or queries. What we really needed was a trace that recorded user queries to a specific database web server. Since we did not have access to such a trace, we generated synthetic relational data and query streams for our experiments. Validating against real traces is an interesting topic for future work.
The data generator generated data for a relational As the schema shows, each record of the book table was 250 bytes. We generated a 'book' table containing 10,000 records and loaded it into a database on the DB2 server. The field 'Title' contained 1 to 3 keywords from a set of 500 keywords while the field 'Author' contained 1 to 3 authors from 5000 distinct authors. To simulate the fact that some keywords are more often used than other keywords in a title, 30% of the keywords in the 'Title' data were uniformly generated from 10% of the keyword domain and the remaining 70% of the keywords in the 'Title' data were generated uniformly from the remainder of the keyword domain. The same procedure was used for generating data in the field 'Author' and 'Subject'. Data in the other fields were generated uniformly over their domains.
The query generator can generate a random stream of queries. Each query contains 1-3 predicates in the where clause. It introduces locality in the query stream in two ways.
1. Spatial locality: Queries on a hot region of the data. We designated 30% of the data (10% of the domain) as a hot region and generated the following distributions: Q60: 60% of the queries access the hot region. Q80: 80% of the queries access the hot region. Q100: 100% of the queries access the hot region. In each case the rest of the queries were uniformly distributed over the entire domain. In addition, we generated a query stream Q0, which was not associated with a hot region. We call queries which access the hot region hot queries. 2. Temporal locality: Subqueries. These were generated by adding a conjunctive predicate to some previous query. We designated a certain percentage of queries to have 2 subqueries each and these subqueries appeared immediately after their superqueries. We call these subqueries "generated subqueries". We used the following distributions: R20: 20% of the queries are "generated subqueries". R40: 40% of the queries are "generated subqueries".
R60: 60% of the queries are "generated subqueries". Additionally, R0, a query stream which did not have any "generated subqueries" in it, was used for comparison.
Experimental Results
We measured the effect of active query caching on network traffic and on response time. We studied the breakup of the time spent in answering a query at the query applet. We also studied the performance of the cache varying the server workload. We made comparative study with a passive query cache proxy (which considers only identical queries as hits ) and with a non-caching proxy. Note to the reader: if you are reading a hardcopy of this paper, you may find the following graphs easier to view online on a color monitor.
We first measured the effect of an active query cache on network traffic by measuring the improvements in cache hit ratios. We measured the variation in the cache hit ratio as the percentage of hot queries and the percentage of generated subqueries were varied. We measured the number of cache hits which would have been observed by a passive query cache and the corresponding number for an active query cache. The former translates to the number of identical query hits at the cache while the latter also includes subquery hits. We measured the values for 10000 queries varying the cache size (in number of queries) from 10 to 500. The summary of the readings we observed for cache sizes 10, 100 and 500 are plotted below. From Figures 5a and 5b, we can observe that as the percentage of hot queries increases there is improvement in the number of cache hits. This improvement is much more predominant in the case of active caching. As expected, the hit ratio grows considerably with the increase in the cache size. But an interesting observation is that a passive cache of 500 queries is outperformed by an active cache of 100 queries and a passive cache of 100 queries is almost matched by an active cache of 10 queries. This shows the potential of an active cache in possibly performing as well as a passive cache an order of magnitude larger (in terms of number of queries cached). This can be attributed to the fact that in an environment where queries are simple conjunctive queries based on a few underlying relational tables, the number of subqueries that are seen over a period of time is quite large compared to the number of identical queries that are observed. Note that as the cache size becomes comparable to the hot domain size, the number of cache hits increases dramatically. For example, there are 500 hot authors and so a cache size of 500 can be expected to have queries on many of these hot authors. This increases the chances of future queries to have a superquery waiting in the cache. From Figure 6 , we can see that the active query caching greatly outperforms passive query caching in the presence of generated subqueries. Note that in the presence of generated subqueries, even a small cache size suffices to give a tremendous performance improvement. In this experiment, since we generated subqueries immediately after their superqueries, a cache of 10 was sufficient to achieve this performance gain. In practice, the cache size should be sufficiently large to keep the super queries in the cache till the more restrictive queries, generated by the clients, arrive at the proxy.
We measured the breakup of the time spent by a query at the various stages in a query applet. We considered the three cases --the new query could be identical to a query in the cache, or be a subquery to a cached query, or need to be evaluated at the server. The results are shown in the following figure. The breakup of the time spent at the various stages in the query applet shows that even in an intra-departmental network, the time taken to contact the server and get the result back is a major portion of the total time. Roughly 40% of the 'Fetch from Server' time was spent at the server and the remaining 60% was spent on the network. The time taken to evaluate the subquery from the result of the superquery is also considerable. This time was also seen to be proportional to the size of the result file of the superquery as the file I/O time for reading this file and writing the result back is the dominant term in it. Since the time taken to check and find a superquery is quite small, choosing the superquery from the cached queries which has the smallest result size would be interesting. We can also see that the time taken to load and save the cache directory is considerable. This time increases almost linearly with increase in cache size, and becomes comparable to the time taken to contact the server when the cache size is 400 queries. This major bottleneck could be avoided if the query directory could be kept in memory in the active proxy. However, this is not achievable in the current implementation of the active proxy. We will discuss it in detail in Section 6.3.
We also performed another set of experiments to measure the variations in response time when the server load was varied. We used a stream of 100 queries to measure the response time when the server was idle, when it had 6 other clients, and when it had 12 other clients. The other clients were simulated by query streams which involved more complicated queries and consequently needed more service time (about an order of magnitude greater) at the server. This change was necessary as the original queries were too simple and their service time was quite small compared to the total response time. The measurements were made with R20, R40 and R60 query streams with no hot queries. The readings were the average of values obtained from 3 query streams, each of which was measured thrice. The response time variation shows that when the server is lightly loaded, for the R20 query stream the response time with cache is more than the response time for the proxy without a cache. For the R40 and R60 query streams, the response time for the proxy with cache is better than the one without the cache. This translates into a requirement of about 30-40% cache hits to offset the additional overhead at the proxy due to the active query caching applet. We can also see that the gap between the response times for the two cases is increasing as the server gets more loaded.
Lessons Learned
The Active Cache scheme made it possible for us to study active query caching at proxies for database web servers. Nevertheless, since the active proxy is in its prototype stage and active query caching is a brand-new application of the active proxy, we learned a few lessons from our experience.
First, the active proxy was designed with two kinds of servers in mind, --trusted servers and untrusted servers. However, the initial implementation of the proxy was focused on untrusted servers because that was the major concern of traditional proxies. At least three features were associated with this concern, Java class inspection, resource limits, and requests to a server.
The proxy allows applets to use only a few Java libraries and prohibits applets' usage of file read/write and other "dangerous" methods at run-time. We have modified the proxy code to bypass this inspection because our query applet needs to access cached files and to use the MSXML parser library.
Resource limits are accounted for each applet about its CPU usage, memory usage, and read/write bytes. Again, if the applet is a little bit "heavy" as in our case, or the proxy is a dedicated proxy for some server, this accounting is either too restrictive or unnecessary. In our prototype, we have eliminated those limits in the proxy.
The active proxy requires that the applet associated with a server URL should be fetched from that server. This requirement is reasonable. Another restriction is that an applet can send requests only to the server that it originates from. We think this latter restriction may be too strict for some cache applets because they may need to get current information from some other servers on the web.
In practice, with the increasing of server loads, reverse proxies are often set up close to server farms and used mainly for sharing server workload instead of saving network bandwidth. Also, traditional proxies are still widely used on the network boundaries for organizations. The Active Cache should be able to be configured differently for these situations. For example, in the former case, the security mechanisms and resource limits can be relaxed.
Secondly, the active proxy does not provide any memory-resident structure for cache applets. This is not a limitation of the Active Cache protocol but is related to the CERN proxy design and implementation. Two factors are involved. One is that the CERN proxy does not have memory-resident cache. It uses a mapping algorithm to map an incoming URL to the name of a cached file. The other, which makes memory-resident structures for cache applets hard to achieve, is that CERN proxy forks one process per request so the cache applet's memory structure cannot be directly passed back to the proxy.
Two implications of the CERN process-based structure are present. One is that the proxy parent process and the applet child process would have to use shared-memory if the applets wanted memory resident structures. For example, our query applet wants to have the query directory locked in memory so that it does not have to load the directory each time the applet starts up. The other problem is that other applets might be able to see the shared memory too if the shared-memory approach were used. This is not a problem for a proxy who runs cache applets that trust one another. Implementations of the Active Cache scheme on other proxies might easily achieve sharing of in-memory structure between proxies and cache applets.
Our third lesson is related to Java. The active proxy supports cache applets written in Java and invokes them through the Java Native Interface. It is a justifiable choice because Java has nice features such as portability and security, which are important to the web proxy environment. However, we did encounter performance complications. For example, serialized object unfolding takes time proportional to the number of its members and is comparable to our local network latency. This restricted the size of our query directory, that is, the number of files we cache. One solution is to use a customized implementation of serialization. Also we still see the bug related to the Java thread package (reported in [CZB98] ), which makes the proxy hang when the size of a file to be written exceeds around 120KB.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have designed and implemented a novel collaboration scheme between an active proxy and a database web server. Through this study, we have reached the following conclusions:
Query caching at active proxies is a feasible and useful approach for reducing both network traffic and workloads on database web servers. Active query caching further achieves a higher cache hit ratio and shares more server workload than passive query caching.
As the first step of active proxy query caching for database web servers, this prototype is a simple functional system rather than a mature one. There are many ways that our work can be extended. The following future work particularly interests us:
Using real world traces to study the performance of active query caching. Conducting a more thorough performance study to find bottlenecks in the scheme and allow their removal. Utilizing indices on the query directory or other techniques in the query applet to reduce the time of subquery recognition and evaluation. Investigating other query caching schemes and cache replacement policies.
